From: georgiewingham
Sent: 16 May 2014 14:50
To: Licensing
Cc:
Subject: 14/00468/LAPRE, Nascott Arms

Dear Sirs,

We own and live at 3 Stamford Road, WD17 4QS and have received a letter explaining the near by pub, the Nascott Arms at 11 Stamford Road has applied to extend their opening hours.
While we enjoy the small pub and greatly support it as a local amenity, we must object to the later opening hours. Firstly we already experience anti social behaviour on occasions, urination in our door, drive way and garden as well as littering from passing customers of the pub. This generally only happens late at the weekends, particularly the Summer and Christmas period weekends.
We therefore think that if the Nascott Arms was permitted to open later than they currently are, the antisocial behaviour would increase exponentially. We also fear that noise will become an issue, and think a half past midnight on week nights is inappropriate for the area. This is a quiet residential street, where most people have to work. Having the only late opening pub in the area will draw in too many people to our little road at a time of night when most people should be on their way home.
We request that the application be denied, and do not feel later opening hours is of benefit to the area. Further the pub is always busy, so we can not see any reason why this is needed other than to inflate profits for the brewery.

Kind regards
Georgina Wingham and Kevin Sorsby
3 Stamford Road